celebrating WISCONSIN MANUFACTURING
Madison College is hosting an exhibition honoring statewide manufacturers during the month of October. This show coincides with the official designation from the governor’s office recognizing October as “Wisconsin Manufacturing Month.”

The exhibit will have an official opening ceremony on Friday October 17, 3PM to 7PM, in the new Gateway Atrium in the main building of Madison Area Technical College’s Truax campus at 1701 Wright Street.

Featuring examples from the motorcycle industry to bicycle manufacturing, from camping coolers to the latest in high tech medical devices, this show is intended to display the breadth, diversity, and ingenuity of people and companies at work in our state.

This exhibit is in part sponsored by a generous donation made by Midwest Prototyping. This show would not be possible without the many efforts and contributions of the companies participating. It is their efforts that contribute, not only to this show, but also to the economic growth and prosperity of our state on a daily basis.

RSVP’s are requested at: http://madisoncollege.edu/rsvp-wi-manf